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SPRING GROVE SCHOOL— 2018-19 
 

We have undoubtedly enjoyed a wonderful journey through 
2018-19 and have witnessed many highlights. Stand-out 
memories include our community concert, dramatic shows, 
Forest School enjoying its new base, the circus Artsweek, our 
concerts and our terrific exam successes gained by our pupils. 
What is true is that our Prep 6 pupils leave having enjoyed an 
exhilarating programme of achievement and with a wonderful 

last day send-off. We wish them, as 
well as those who are moving on 
from other years, all the very best 
in their new schools.  
 
Have a wonderful summer holiday! 
Mr Jones 
 



 

 

FAREWELL TO MRS READ 
 
Margaret Read joined the school 15 years ago at the same time 
that her own children started at Spring Grove. Since then she 
has become the heartbeat of the school, understanding every 
child and their needs, knowing every family and supporting 
every member of staff. For many years she worked in the 
upstairs office alongside Sue Pullen and thereafter, Nikki Holy, 
and laughter was never far away . It is true that Margaret has 
been cherished by parent and pupils alike and she managed to 
strike a wonderful balance of compassionate care with smart 
scepticism when confronted with a child who was apparently 
too ill to be in class!  
 
“Latterly, as my PA,” writes Bill Jones, “she was ever thoughtful and supportive of all that the school did, and 
one of her greatest assets was her selfless commitment to school and PTA projects, including the annual balls 
and the special events such as SG50.” 
 
After her 15 years of magnificent service, Margaret has decided to retire and we wish her all the very best for 
the future and will continue to  value her continuing support in the years to come. 
 
As Margaret said at our final assembly: “Everyone must know that standing up here is so painful for me but I felt 
I needed to say a few words before I go. I really couldn’t have asked for a nicer, warmer, friendlier place to work 
than SG. I have so many wonderful memories and some not so good ones, like wading barefoot into a bedroom 
full of vomit at 3am! 
 
Over the 15 years I have been here, I have seen so many changes but I feel now that it’s in the best position it 
could be in.  I have made so many friends over the years, including the amazing teachers who look after your 
children so well, all you fabulous parents, some of whom have become true friends; and I just love all the 
children. My own three children have turned into adorable young adults and I am certain that they had the very 
best start in life by coming here.” 
 
Margaret’s final top tips for all Spring Grove parents: 
1 Label your children’s clothes! 
2 Read the Messenger! 

 

I was there! 

Were you at Lord’s when England triumphed in the Cricket World Cup?  
If not, where were you when Roy/Buttler ran out Guptill to secure the 
trophy? 

Freddie L writes:  

“Daddy took me to the World Cup Final at Lords.  It was so 
exciting because it was a VERY close match.  The noise was 
unbelievable and our legs were shaking during the Super 
Over.  My favourite players were Jos Buttler and Ben 
Stokes.  ENGLAND        WON. It was the best day of my life.”  



 

 

 
NEW LOOK FOR SPRING 

GROVE NURSERY 
 

We are very excited to announce some 
exciting changes for Spring Grove Nursery for 
2019-20 and beyond. Our brand new Nursery 

logo makes use of two Spring Grove 
characters who may look rather familiar!  

 
 

 
 
 

 
From September 2019 our class for 2-3 year olds will continue to be known as Teddies - 
identified by our cheeky new Teddy character.  
 
 
 
Our pre-school year for 3-4 year olds will be called the Giraffes class - identified by our mini 
Jelly the Giraffe.  
 
We hope you like our new look, which we believe will give the Nursery a stronger identity 
within the larger setting of Spring Grove School.   



 

 

SPRING GROVE’S SCHOOL CAPTAINS: CELINA AND CHRISTIAN 
 
Ably supported by Vice-Captain Alice R, our prefect leaders have set a wonderful example to their peers this 
year. They have always been willing to step up to help the staff, to encourage others and provide a speech, 
often at short notice, when required. In our Final Assembly, our School Captains summarised the highlights of 
the year. Together they wrote:  
 
“This academic year has been outstandingly amazing and here are some of the reasons why: 
 
In history, we were learning about the First World War and we found out about some of the local men who 
tragically lost their lives in the conflict. To commemorate the 100th anniversary, Years 1—6 all went up to Wye 
Church to take part in a community concert in which we sang many traditional songs. One of the highlights was 
Alice playing The Last Post on her trumpet. 
 
The assemblies this year have been very varied, from teaching us to be more environmentally friendly to 
teaching us circus tricks. I am sure every person has learnt at least one thing from them.  
 
The Octogenarian Olympics was a gathering of elite athletes who were at least 80 years old! On the morning of 
the event we walked all the Wye Crown and back to wake ourselves up (and in aid of Dementia UK). To keep the 
athletes occupied while they were preparing for the sports, we had attractions from each house ranging from 
‘Sponge the Teacher’ to ‘The Human Fruit Machine’. 
 
This year there have been many exciting school trips which have ranged form the larger ones like the 
Tewkesbury and French trips to smaller excursions to the Chinese restaurant. 
 
And of coursed some of our biggest highlights include our large 
productions: ‘Dragon Days’ (which is about a boy who has moved 
into the town of Stumbledorf and has an encounter with a dragon 
on the way) and ‘Rock Bottom!’. Which is about a Stone-age boy 
who has to save his town from an evil witch named Lady Lava who 
wants to be young forever. 
 
Overall we have really enjoyed our time here at SG and I believe 
everyone in Year 6 will miss everyone else at SG very much. 
 
Three cheers for all the teachers….!” 

SAILING AT 
CONNINGBROOK LAKES  

 
If any parents would like their child to 
attend after school sailing sessions at 

Conningbrook Lakes next half of term (6 
sessions) on a Wednesday after school, 

they should contact 
conningbrooksailing@gmail.com to express 

their interest asap.  
 

Beginners welcome!  
Children need to be at least 

8 years old.   
Tel: 01233 721 800 
Email: info@romneymarshwools.co.uk  

mailto:conningbrooksailing@gmail.com
tel:01233%20721%20800
mailto:info@romneymarshwools.co.uk


 

 

 
 
 
 

SCHOOL PREFECTS 2019 - 2020 
 

School Captains: 
Eleanor J (Girls) / Hector H (Boys) 

 

School Vice Captains 

Faith B (Girls) / Issah K-G (Boys) 
 

Sports Captains: 
Evie D (Girls) / William D (Boys) 

 

Sports Vice Captains: 
Isabella L (Girls) / William L (Boys) 

 

House Prefects: 

 
 

Art Prefects: 
Eleanor M, Annabelle W & Alexander S 

 

Charity Prefects: 
Millie D & Sara S 

 

Drama Prefect:  
Flossie A-A 

 

Eco Prefect: 
Evie L 

 

Forest School Prefect: 
George B 

 

Languages Prefect: 
Georgie L 

 

Library Prefects: 
 Jack E, Charlie Y, Eleanor M, Eleanor J, Evie L 

 

Music Prefects: 
Eleanor J & Isabella L 

 

Science, Technology & IT Prefects: 
Charlie Y, Arun J, Edward C-S, & Roan E 

 

Honorary Prefect 
Oscar P 

Austen 
Oliver B 
Zara P 

Chaucer 
Dennis B 

Lily-Mai H 

Conrad 
Edward C-S 
Pollyanna D 

Dickens 
Svamin S 
Angel N 



 

 

SPRING GROVE SCHOOL – PRIZE GIVING 2019 

FORM 1  

Form Prize Rosalind J 

Effort Prize Teddy D 

FORM 2 B-J  

Form Prize  Harry N 

Effort Prize Rory B / Sophie O’G 

Art Prize Anya O 

LAMDA Prize / Pre-Pre Tennis Clemency A 

PRE-PREP AWARDS  

Worrow All Rounder Cup & Pre-
Prep Languages Shield 

Ophelia B 

Worrow All Rounder Cup & Pre-
Prep Sports Cup 

Sanjay P 

Hollins Pre-Prep Courtesy Cup Rufus H 

Pre-Prep Reading Cup Polly R 

PREP 3C  

Form Prize / Times Tables Prize Shaysha A 

Effort Prize Charlotte E 

Spelling Prize Emilia N 

Art Prize / LAMDA / Middle 
School Languages Shield 

Liberty W 

Handwriting Prize May C 

PREP 4D  

Form Prize / Creative Writing / 
Thomas Cup for IT 

Sophie B_S 

Effort Prize Kirtan P 

Spelling Prize Rafael B 

Art Prize Scarlett W-J 

Times table Prize / Middle 
School Music Shield 

Thomas B 

LAMDA / Middle School 
Progress Shield 

Wilfie E 

Terence Tickridge Cross-Country 
Cup for Boys 

Daniel B 

PREP 4L    

Form Prize / Spelling Osten F-P 

Effort Prize Isabelle D 

Creative Writing Prize Olivia D-M 

Art Prize Felipe T 

Handwriting Prize / Middle School 
Courtesy Cup 

Oliver T 

Times Tables / Middle School Sports 
Cup / Varnalls Tennis Shield 

Thomas E 

LAMDA Sam M 

MIDDLE SCHOOL AWARDS  

Patel Overall Contribution Shield Alfie A 

Forest School Martin Trophy Isla K 

Sweetland Middle School Drama Shield Finn C 

Middle School Singing Cup Amelia G 

PREP 5D  

Form Prize / Times Tables / Chess Cup Issah K-G 

Effort Prize Roan E 

Spelling Prize Dennis B 

Creative Writing Prize / LAMDA Prize Faith B 

Art Prize Annabelle W 

Handwriting Prize / Sharp Cricket Cup Svamin S 

PREP 5R  

Form Prize / Times Tables Eleanor J 

Effort Prize Charlie Y 

Spelling Prize Georgie L 

Creative Writing Prize / Art Prize Eleanor Moreno 

Handwriting Prize Millie D 

LAMDA Prize Edward C-S 

Swimming Cup for Boys William D 

Paul Nolan Most Improved Footballer 
Cup 

Angel N 



 

 

SPRING GROVE SCHOOL – PRIZE GIVING 2019 

PREP 6 AWARDS   

Spelling Prize / Science Cup Christian O 

Creative Writing Prize / Headmaster’s Achievement Award Mylie W 

Art Prize / Creative Writing Prize Aneira P 

Handwriting Prize Darcey C 

Headmaster’s Achievement Award Tabitha R 

Knights-Toomer Football Shield Jess E 

Spring Grove Football Shield for Boys Barney S 

Burden Cross-Country Cup / Christopher Scrivens Maths Cup Abigail W 

Spring Grove Rugby Award / Arnold Overall Sports Cup (Boys) Josh D 

Endeavour Cup Mehetabel Moran 

Moran Technology Award / Washington Jones Computer Cup Cameron C 

Brett History Cup / Baxter Kindness Cup for Boys Noah R-C 

The Read Reading Cup Elvie K 

Baxter Kindness Cup for Girls / Headmaster’s Achievement Award Lexi H-S 

Sophie Miles Dramatic Arts Prize / Headmaster’s Achievement 
Award 

Poppy C-S 

Languages Shield / Camilla Harris Cup for Academic Achievement / 
Headmaster’s Achievement Award 

Phoebe B 

Form Prize / Times Tables Prize / Kincaid Music Salver Emily B 

Effort Prize / Netball Cup / Swimming Cup / Furnival Sports Cup 
(Girls) / Martyn Singing Cup / Hills Field Sports Cup 

Anna M 

Spring Grove Cricket Cup / Bailey Sprint Cup / Mitford-Slade 
Athletics Cup 

Emmy M-S 

Hockey Cup / Christopherson Cup Alice R 

LAMDA Prize / Leonnie Jones Cup for Overall Contribution / 
Citizenship Shield 

Celina D-R 



 

 

   

JJJeeelllllly y y ttthhheee   GGGiiirrraaaffffffe e e    
   
   

Congratulations to Congratulations to Congratulations to    

Dickens House for winning Jelly.Dickens House for winning Jelly.Dickens House for winning Jelly.   
   

1.1.1.   Dickens 4972Dickens 4972Dickens 4972   

2.2.2.   Chaucer  4945Chaucer  4945Chaucer  4945   

3. 3. 3.    Conrad Conrad Conrad    466246624662   

4. Austen 45854. Austen 45854. Austen 4585   
   

   
                  

In a thrilling contest only slightly less dramatic than the Cricket World Cup Final, Dickens prevailed and 
regained Jelly from Conrad House. The challengers this time were Chaucer who enjoyed a brilliant end to 
the term but did not quite do enough to win Jelly for the first time in 5 years! Maybe next term …………. 



 

 

ROCK BOTTOM 
 
By Tuesday evening’s final performance we were in full swing 
and several of the cast wanted to keep going for another 
performance! Such was the energy generated by the Juan Amigos that everyone was caught up in the excitement 
and Prep 6 raised their performances to the last song with style and some magnificent comic timing from the 
Butlers Gravel and Grit (Mylie and Noah). Prep 6 were thoroughly enjoying the dialogue with the addition of 
lovely confident singing from the Timekeepers, and emotional depth from Bobby, Coral, Cliff and Wild Willie 
(Celina, Anna, Jess and Christian) while Lady Lava (Poppy C-S) cast her powerful spell with panache. Prep 5 rose to 
the challenge with just two weeks’ rehearsals and proved what a strong singing group they are -  with some lively 
dance moves. The Eggheads, Mini Miners, Rex the Dinosaur, Gerty, 
Glenda, Gladys, Zig and Zag and especially the Caveys showcased their 
talent to give us a glimpse of what they intend to achieve next year. 
 
For Artwork, set design, props and costumes a huge thank you goes to 
Mrs Desmet, Mrs Courtenay-Snipp, Mrs Makin and Dr Taylor. Thank you 
also to all the staff and parents who have helped to make the production 
possible - we’re already looking forward to next year! 
Mrs Jones 



 

 



 

 

PSHE AND WELLBEING  
 

Wellbeing and mental health are both prominent in the press at the moment and there is a lot of concern 
about supporting children as they grow up in the digital age. Through PSHE lessons and assemblies we try to 
explore issues that will help the children to grow in confidence, 
feel supported, talk about their feelings and be resilient. At 
Spring Grove we are often asked what we do as a school to 
promote wellbeing. I have decided to highlight two areas which 
are close to my heart and I feel can make a real difference to 
children. 
 
School trips and visits are a very beneficial part of our 
enrichment programme at Spring Grove. In June, I was lucky 
enough to go on my first school residential trip with Year 5 to 
the Chateau in France. As well as being a wonderful immersion 
into the French language and culture, this experience was a real 
eye opener and made me realise how important it is to help the 
children develop some independence, discover new friendships 
and try out an exciting range of activities, in a safe and secure 
setting. It was also interesting and encouraging to see how the 
children managed to cope without their electronic devices for a 
week! We were so proud of the children who were a credit to 
the school, they really grew in so many ways and often surprised 
themselves at what they could achieve. I am sure this 
group will be wonderful leaders in Prep 6. 
 
The recent introduction of the school dog Acker, a 
black labrador has been enthusiastically welcomed 
by the children and staff. The following extract from 
our letter to parents highlights the positive benefits 
of this initiative. ‘There is an increasing body of 
research to support the benefits of a dog in school. A 
dog can support children who are anxious about 
school and could even be the reason that they want 
to come in every morning. Children with trouble 
managing their behaviour could learn to care for the dog 
and the dog could be helpful in de-escalating anger. Reading 
dogs can help boost children's confidence and fluency. 
Caring for an animal can help children to learn about 
responsibility and can help children to learn how to treat 
animals safely and with compassion. Dogs are great fun to 
have around and can contribute to a caring, family 
atmosphere in a school.’ We all look forward to welcoming 
Acker back to school in 
September and will give you 
regular updates about how 
the project is progressing. 
 
Wishing you all a very happy 
and relaxing summer. 
Mrs Saxby  
 



 

 

ART AT SPRING GROVE 2018-19 
 

ARTSMARK 
We have had another great year in the art department and this 
year we have begun a very special creative journey. At the 
beginning of the year, Mrs Saxby and I attended a workshop in 
Canterbury hosted by the Arts Council, England. The aim for 
Spring Grove was to try for an accreditation known as 
‘ARTSMARK.’ In short, this can be defined as follows; 

 Artsmark provides a clear framework for teachers to 
plan, develop and evaluate arts, culture and creativity across 
the curriculum.  
 Schools are supported throughout their Artsmark 
journey by a regional network of bridge organisations, 
providing training, advice, practical teaching resources and 
introductions to leading cultural organisations in their area.  

 Schools are awarded Silver, 
Gold or Platinum, based on 
their achievements. 

The first stage of the process, 
after receiving our initial 
training, was to formulate a 
‘statement of commitment’ 
outlining our plans to enrich 
arts and culture for the children in Spring Grove. We felt that the delivery of 
music and art was already strong, but put together extensive plans for 
other cultural and artistic areas to be developed.  It is our intention to work 
towards Platinum status for Spring Grove, which we will do over the next 

two years. 

This year there have been several  activities and events which have 
ensured that all of our children have had access to exciting and 
diverse arts experiences and learning. These include House 
entertainments, informal concerts, Grandparents’ Day, community 
concerts, Forest School crafts, gallery and theatre visits, art 
competitions, musicals (‘Dragon Days’ and ‘Rock Bottom’), 
instrument recitals, orchestras and bands, and LAMDA, amongst 
others.  

We have made ‘friends’ with the Animates Arts Company and were 
lucky to be involved in the 
‘Create’ Art Project, an 
eco-recycling project 
which was finished this 
week. Our giant letter ‘C’ 
was part of the Create 

Festival, in Victoria Park, Ashford in July. 

We have also forged a link with Ashford School, and visited their 
inspirational GCSE and ‘A’ level exhibition with all of our Prep 5s.  



 

 

ART continued 

ARTSWEEK 
Artsweek - now an essential 
aspect of the schools’ annual 
calendar - was a little different 
this year. The summer ball theme 
was ‘Circus’ so we made this our 
theme, too. Thanks to Paul 
Incredible, Simia Circus, James 
Lovell from The Ministry of Fun 
and our very own Magical Mr Mal 
(and Theo, as seen on ‘Britain’s 
got Talent’), we all had so much 
fun learning about all things 

circus, and even performing ourselves. Prep 6 made amazing 
table centrepieces for the ball, thanks to a team of friends and 
parents who came in to help, and there was a buzz of 
excitement throughout (especially Mr Curnow, who was beside 
himself at the opportunity to dress up twice in one week!). 

I was accepted on to an Arts Award Training course and am now 
qualified to deliver and award at Discover and Explore levels, 
which was fantastic professional development for me and will 
be a useful nationally recognised qualification for the children. 
www.artsaward.org.uk 

So, all in all, we have had an exceptionally busy year. One of my 
targets for next year is to set up a school ‘arts council.’ This will 
include our art, drama, forest school and music prefects, who 
will help to further advance our arts education at Spring Grove. I would also really love to develop more 
dance at Spring Grove, but currently we need someone to lead this - if anyone has any links to a dance 
instructor / school who’d be interested in forming a partnership, please ask him/her to get in contact!   

A final plea for the summer holidays - please find something fun and ‘arty’ to do as often as you can - let your 
children get messy - (as long as they tidy up!) - learn a new song and sing it at the tops of your voices - 
perform a toy puppet play to family from behind the sofa - visit a gallery - go to a concert…..the list is endless. 
Enjoy the summer!  
Miss Drury 

http://www.artsaward.org.uk


 

 

FOREST SCHOOL—2018-19 REPORT 
 

It has been another wonderful year at SG’s Forest School with 
developments aplenty. The most exciting change has been our move 
to a new private and purpose-built site. As we look around the site 
with its parachute shelter, kitchen, container, sink, workbench, dens 
and balance beams, it seems incredible that it was only 12 months ago 
that we took possession of a bare wood.  The new site has allowed the 
children to take ‘ownership’ of their surroundings, feel safe and 
explore without fear, as well as experience the natural changes that 
take place over a year. 
 

Throughout the year the site has been alive with the sounds of 
laughter, singing, sawing, chopping and storytelling as all the children 
have explored, built, cooked, crafted and played in all weathers. The 
new kitchen shelter and Mr Curtis’s hot menu has provided welcome 
warm sustenance to adults and children alike. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards & Recognition 

Forest School is not about plaudits or approval but it always nice to be 
recognised for your efforts! In November, we were proud to have our 
rare and prestigious Forest School Association Approved Status 
renewed. In the same month, Mr Curnow was awarded the Council for 
Learning Outside the Classroom (CLOtC) Inspiring Educator Award on 
behalf of the whole SG Forest School Team.  
 
Owing to our international work (see below) we also successfully met 
the criteria for the Foundation level of the British Council International School Award.  Most recently, SG was 

recognised for its ecological efforts with a 
regional runner-up award in Total’s Better Energy 
School Awards. 
 

Our reputation has continued to grow and we 
continue to advise and mentor other Forest 
Schools around the country and around the 
world. We have been  visited by delegations from 
settings from South Korea, Hampshire, Haringey 
and other schools local to Kent. 



 

 

FOREST SCHOOL continued 

 

The International Dimension 

SG have been very lucky to be invited to be part of an  
18-month Forest School exchange with schools from 
Turkey, Lithuania and Poland as part of the European 
Union’s Erasmus + initiative. The exchange is planned 
to begin in November 2019 and the overall objective 
is to provide pupils at early childhood and primary 
education with the opportunity to cooperate with 
children of their own age at international level.  It has 
the aim of exploring nature, learning and developing 
both personally and academically through Forest School activities within an intercultural atmosphere. As part 
of the exchange, there will be the opportunity for staff and children to travel to each of the locations for a 5-
day fact finding trip. All travel and subsistence costs will be fully funded by the scheme. We will also be 
hosting our European partners for a reciprocal visit in March 2020. 
 

To prepare for the start of the programme, SG has been ‘e-twinned’ 
with the other participant schools through the British Council and 
preliminary activities have begun in the woods. 

The Future 

As we look forward to the next school year and beyond there are a lot 
of exciting developments on the horizon. The team will be looking to 
further expand the infrastructure by improving the kitchen area, 
building a mud kitchen and creating a permanent shelter for the 
workshop area. However, an award of £250 from Total’s Better Energy 
School Awards has been invested in buying a small shed and urine 
separator hat will be the centerpiece of  ‘Lou’s Loo Mk II’ – a state of 
the art, water-free and ecologically friendly composting toilet for the 
use of all our Forest School participants. Thanks to kind donations of 
bits from various factories, building sites, farmyards and the Newman’s 
kitchen, we now have all the resources/equipment to build this new 
piece of key infrastructure. Work has begun in earnest and we hope the 
first customers will be enjoying the experience when we return in 
September. Aside from the obvious ‘convenience’, the unit will teach 
children about natural ecological processes and provide some top quality 
‘humanure’ for any budding garden projects. 
 

As ever, Forest School could not have happened without the support from the 
parents, teachers and volunteers who give up their time each week to make 
Forest School what it is. Many thanks to everyone who has been involved.  
Special mention must go to my fellow Forest School Leader and partner in 
crime, Ken Lutz. A volunteer from the very beginning, two years ago, he 
stepped into the breach when we needed someone to lead the younger 
children in order that we could expand the programme. This year he has 
variously taught Reception, Years 1, 2, 5 and 6. His passion, selflessness, the 
variable quality of his campfire stories and his inability to pronounce the word 
‘Harry’ have made a mark on all the children (and many of the adults) who 
have joined him in the woods. Ken will not be leading sessions next year but I 
have no doubt we’ll be seeing him regularly at the site. 
 

Mr Curnow, Ken and the Forest School Team  
 



 

 

FRENCH REPORT 

It has been another successful term in the French 

department.  I thoroughly enjoyed taking Prep 5 to le Château 

de la Baudonnière and it was an absolute pleasure not only to 

witness their progress in French but also to watch them grow 

as individuals, as they conquered fears and tried out many 

new things. 

One of the highlights of term for me was to watch the 
children sing the popular French song “On écrit sur les murs” 
as a whole year group, and see them raise the roof with it. A 
number of children are also to be commended on performing 
our French version of Goldilocks, which was very entertaining 
to watch. 
 
Despite a having fewer lessons this term, Prep 6 worked on creating a Fashion show , Défilé de mode, which 
they presented to each other this week. 
 
Prep 4 have focused on the topic of School. They have given 
their opinions on school subjects, learnt to tell the time and 
talked about their daily routine. 
 
In Prep 3, the first half of the term was dedicated to learning 
fruit. The children created their own role plays on the theme 
“au marché”.  During the second half of term, they have 
learnt to name body parts. The children particularly enjoyed 
singing our topic related songs: “J’aime les fruits” and “Des os 
il en faut!” 
 
Year 2 have concentrated on naming shapes and saying what 
colour they are.  Whilst learning about body parts, they have also created their own monsters and described 
how many, arms , legs eyes etc. they had. 
 
In Year 1, Nursery and Reception we embraced the School’s circus theme….and another highlight of my year 
was to watch them perform the French clown action song “J’ai un gros nez rouge” in the Summer concert. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the children who attended French Drama club for their hard 
work and dedication. They have all impress me with both their 
French and acting skills in our recent production of Spring 
Grove a du talent! 
 

I would like to finish by thanking you once again for supporting 

our two Café de l’école and the French breakfast which help 

raise money towards our annual Prep 5 trip to France. Prep 6 

hosted both events did a great job selling croissants and pains 

au chocolat, and helping the little ones to order their food and 

drink in French. Many thanks also to Mr Curtis and the kitchen 

staff without whose help these events could not take place. 

Mme Leavey 



 

 

LEARNING SUPPORT 

 

Learning support has gone from strength to strength 
this year. The department has grown and we have 
been able to help children in all sorts of areas. Those 
in need of a little one-to-one support are targeted in a way that suits their individual needs — there is no 
diagnosis required to qualify for such help, merely a perceived potential benefit. Small group work has also 
been carried out. This has occurred in many forms; some children have been coming to The Den for inference 
work or to hone in on their proofreading skills while others may have been having vocabulary extension 
sessions. Miss Spicer, Mr Allen, Mrs Lord and Mrs Desmet have been mentoring a variety of groups 
throughout the year.  

Handwriting programmes have been taking place in both KS1 and KS2. These take the form of exercises to 
strengthen both fine and gross motor skills; as a result the children often felt that they are simply playing but 
the results have been very good!  

More than 50 children have benefited from the Lexia program and this is now completing its third year. This 
is a comprehensive computer-based reading program that also 
boosts the child’s understanding of both grammar and spelling. 
Small reading comprehension groups have also helped many feel 
confident to read and extract information from a variety of texts. 
Several of our children are fortunate enough to be exposed to two 
languages, so if extra help is needed to secure English there are a 
variety of tools on offer. 

We have also started to use SHINE Mathematics this year in order 
to help those children who need a boost in some areas of the 
subject. 

In order to ascertain who needs this support we work closely with 
the class teachers and the Director of Studies to make sure that every single child in the school is noted and 
discussed. This system of monitoring children has been, to date, not only through these discussions but also 
from data from tests and individual assessments. Next term the school is starting to use a new system which 
will enable us to track and monitor progress even more efficiently. 

We have built up a good relationship with external specialist Speech Therapists, Occupation Therapists and 
Educational Psychologists and so work with their guidance when necessary. Most of the lessons that happen 
in this department take on a multisensory form so the activities seem like games to the children. It is through 
doing these things in a relaxed and varied way that the children will really learn. I feel that the Benjamin 
Franklin quote below sums it up very well! 

Tell me and I will forget,  

Teach me and I will learn,  

Show me and I will remember.  

Next term I look forward to welcoming Mrs Desmet 
into the department — she brings with her a wealth of 
knowledge and expertise! 

Have a lovely relaxing summer holiday. 

Mrs De Giles 



 

 

SPORT 

Sport round-up—Mr Smith 
This was a disappointing term for cricket—not for the quality of play, but for the number of fixtures that 
were called off due to the weather!  
 
There were, however, some ground-breaking changes made to 
the sporting curriculum. After the almost universal abolition of 
rounders as a competitive sport in schools, the girls have moved 
to the more inclusive sport of cricket. This has immediately 
opened up the opportunity of mixed cricket and we have been 
able to select four girls to represent the school in mixed cricket 
fixtures. Although this doesn’t seem like a fair representation in 
terms of number, there were some stereotypes that we had to 
break down and I believe that we achieved that. At this stage 
single-sex cricket fixtures will continue for the foreseeable future, 
in particular the IAPS tournaments, but I do think that over time 
this will change. 
 
With regards to the actual fixtures we did manage to play, we 
won our fair share and I was pleased with the progress we made. 
This year was a special year as we had the additional help of Mr 
Allen, which was significant. He is not with us next year as he is 
training to become a teacher, which is our loss but brilliant for 
him—and we wish him luck! 
 
We held a mixed house cricket day for all of the children—Preps 5 and 6 in the morning and Preps 3 and 4 in 
the afternoon—and it was a brilliant success. The children also competed in the house swimming event 
which was again a great success. The children love these events and the competitive element that the 
government says is bad for them! I’d strongly disagree and would suggest that because of a very inclusive set 
of rules that we carefully create, each and every child plays their part and feels important to their team and 
valued.  
 
Lastly on the sporting front I will be looking at the selection protocol over the summer holidays to make sure 
that we are both as competitive as we can be as a small school, and inclusive of all, making sure that each 
child is able to represent SG at the appropriate level for their ability. 
 
I wish you all a very pleasant and warm summer holiday, and look forward to seeing those of you coming 
back upon your return in September. 
Mr Smith 
 
Sport round-up—Mrs Langford 
It hardly seems possible that yet another school year has come to 
an end. This term, as with the previous two have been action 
packed (except on Wednesdays when rain spoilt the fun...).  
 
The girls made the total transition over to kwik cricket, which is a 
far more inclusive game and for the very first time we were able 
to field not just an A & B team but a C & D too. This was great 
because every girl represented the school. Outside school more 
girls joined various  cricket clubs and I’m sure this has enhanced 
their performances. 
 



 

 

SPORT continued 

Athletics 
As the cross country came to an end it was time to speed things up... 
on the track. A number of children, boys and girls, trained hard not 
just at school but at the Julie Rose Stadium too. All through the half 
term, sessions took place to prepare them for the Kent IAPS 
Championships. Once again, for a small school we showed that we 
could hold our own and the children produced some fantastic 
performances. Three performances stood out. Dan B ran his first 
ever 800m and came 7th overall, which indicates how talented he is 
when he is only in Prep 4 and the event was for U12s. Emmy M-S 
and Anna M made a clean sweep of the top two medals in the 
javelin, earning selection to compete for Kent at the prestigious 
National IAPS in Birmingham. The girls continued the streak of 
medals earned by SG athletes in this discipline. The total now is 6  
(3 golds, 2 silvers and a bronze) since we first took part in the 
competition.  
 
Prep 6  
It is always sad saying goodbye to the Prep 6 children but it was evident they were ready to more on for their 
next adventure. I cannot speak more highly of the girls who were guided through the year by an inspirational 
sports captain whose leadership was second to none. Their dedication and determination in sport, not just 
this year but in previous too as been very much appreciated and earned them great respect from their peers. 
I wish each and every one of you good luck as I know you will all be a great asset to your new schools. 
 

THANK YOU FOR BEING SUPERSTARS!  
 

A note For Prep 3 upwards  
Moving up to Prep 3 is always exciting as the children become more independent, and none more so when 
they join the Preps 4, 5 and 6 Games. This can be a challenge and it is important that the children are fully 
prepared for their lessons.  
 
In the Autumn term the main focus sport for the girls is hockey. The girls will do a great deal of their hockey 
training at Ball Lane. This starts on the first day back so it’s extremely important that the girls have the right 
kit. Shin pads and mouthguards are required and without them the girls will not be able to play any contact 
as it would put them at a high risk of serious injury. 
 
And finally... 
I would like to wish 
everyone a great 
summer and I look 
forward to seeing you 
all in September. 
Mrs Langford 



 

 

MUSIC 

Our Summer Concert embraced the Arts theme of the 
Circus and (almost) raised the roof of the marquee with 
well-tuned, focused and very enthusiastic performances 
from each year group and ensemble. Early years and KS1 
enchanted us with ‘J’ai un gros nez rouge’, Preps 3 and 4 
joined for ‘Nellie the Elephant’ and ‘Alexander’s Ragtime 
Band’, adding Prep 5 and 6 for ‘A Million Dreams’, 
featuring Phoebe B on Alto Saxophone. Preps 3 and 4 
reprised their winning class poem performances and 
two new ensembles, Saxophones and Djembe Drums, 
were impressive and full of energy. Year 2 Recorders 
played with confidence and tuneful control, Prep 3 
Violins gave full focus to sweetly tuned long bows in ‘Sailing Home’ while the Ceilidh Band leaped into action 
with the ‘Trumpet Hornpipe’. Emily B gave a dazzling account of her flute solo ‘Music Hall’ and the SG 
Orchestra gave a rousing rendition of Sousa’s ‘Liberty Bell March’.  
 
Our thanks go to all the Visiting Music Staff who supported the children also in the Senior and Junior Informal 
Concerts, including the Guitar Ensemble. Spring Grove was once again the exam centre for Trinity Music and 
LAMDA drama. We are awaiting the LAMDA results but our instrumental and singing results are below. Our 
Reception class have enjoyed community action songs with the residents of Brambles Care Home in our all 
ages project, and the residents remembered most of the words! 
 
At the end of term we were privileged to enjoy a music recital on Flute and Piano given by Emily B and 
Phoebe B to an audience of Years 1-3, Prep 6 and parents. Their calm focus and accomplished playing is an 
inspiration to all those who will follow in their footsteps. 
 
Congratulations to all who participated in such an exciting and rewarding term of music! 
Mrs Jones 
 
Trinity Music Exams - 
Summer 2019  
 

Emily B Piano G5  Merit  

Emily B Flute G5 Merit 

Phoebe B Flute G5 Pass 

Phoebe B Singing G4 Pass 

Anna M Singing G4 Pass 

Alice R Trumpet G4 Pass 

Lexi H-S Singing G3 Pass 

Isabella L Flute G3 Distinction 

Thomas B Singing G2 Distinction 

Amelia G Singing G2 Merit 

Annabelle W Singing G2 Merit 

Dennis B Violin G1 Merit 

Oliver T Piano G1 Merit 

Liberty W Singing G1 Pass 

Anya O Singing Initial IN Distinction 

Clemency A Singing Initial IN Merit 

Mariella C Singing Initial IN Pass 

Andrew D Trombone Initial IN Pass 



 

 

TEDDIES 2018-19 
 

The final term – always our busiest in 

Teddies! It’s been lovely to feel the 

weather getting warmer, so we have 

been making the most of the garden 

with lots of outside play. The children 

have been planting sunflowers, 

strawberries, courgettes and many 

other plants kindly donated by our 

parents. Our older children have been 

visiting Mrs Clarke in Nursery in 

preparation for their move up in 

September and she also came to read a 

story in the Teddy class – its lovely to 

see how excited they all are. They have 

gained so much confidence and are more 

than ready for their new big adventure.  

 

Sports day was fantastic, the children 

all did so well and it was great to see so 

many parents cheering them on.  

 

Our topics this term have focused on 

the season of Summer and Down at the 

Station, all the children have been involved in lots of art and 

craft opportunities.  

 

Our Teddy Bears picnic is an excellent way to end the Summer 

term, we had a morning playing games, eating delicious picnics, 

the sun was shining, and everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves.  

 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our parents for being so supportive throughout 

the year and for helping with the many donation requests of various items required for the class. 

Wishing you all a safe and fun Summer. 

Mrs Wells, Mrs Cox, Miss Fisher and Mrs Flynn 



 

 

NURSERY 2018-19 
 

Another year draws to a close for the children in Nursery and 

the time has come for them to move onto the Reception Class or 

their new school. It seems no time since they arrived in Nursery 

and they have all made huge progress over the year. This term 

has, as always, been very busy. We have been practising our 

number recognition and writing, playing listening games and tuning 

into sounds in words, enjoying lots of craft work and working 

together in groups to construct in the classroom and garden.  

 

Our Life Cycles topic this term enabled us to follow the changes 

to our caterpillars and tadpoles and we were very lucky to end up 

with 5 butterflies and numerous frogs. We were introduced to 

our new School Dog, Acker, who sat next to the children while 

they listened to a story and the children have taken their role as 

‘fish feeder’ very seriously. 

 

Our trip to the Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch Railway and Greatstone Beach was a popular event 

- we rode on the steam train to New Romney, ate our picnic at the station and then, at the beach, 

collected shells, made sandcastles and, as it was quite windy, ended up 

with sand everywhere! 

 

A new activity this term for the children was a visit to Forest 

School.   The children toasted marshmallows, ate lunch around the 

firepit, listened to stories, played in the dens and made leaf crowns. 

The children staying at Spring Grove are all looking forward to more 

Forest School sessions next term. 

 

Teddies and Nursery Sports Day was a day for the children to show 

off their skills on the running track. They had all practised hard 

listening to the instructions and, on 

the day, cheered their friends and 

the Teddies on as they all took their turn in the races. 

 

In the final week of term we enjoyed a ‘Messy Day’ in the 

Nursery. The children all took part in activities involving paint, 

gloop, clean mud, potion mixing and helped to make a large mural 

flicking the paint and then throwing water bombs at the sheet to 

make patterns. 

 

It is always sad to say goodbye at the end of the year but the 

children are all now ready for the next big step in their school 

life. A huge thank you to all the parents for the wonderful end 

of term gifts. We wish everyone all the best and hope that you 

all have a relaxing and fun filled summer holiday. 

Mrs Clarke, Mrs Upchurch, Miss Terry, Miss Rall 



 

 

RECEPTION 2018-19 
 

What a busy year we have had in Reception! The children have immersed themselves fully into all 

areas of the curriculum and it has been wonderful to see how they have progressed and achieved 

so many of their Early Learning Goals. In Literacy they have produced some impressive emerging 

writing and their story writing has proved to be very imaginative. If you want to continue 

supporting your child with their reading over the holidays please visit your local library and take 

part in the summer reading challenge: www.summerreadingchallenge.org.uk 

In Maths we have been looking at a wide variety of skills, numbers before and after, building 

with 3D shapes, problem solving, addition and subtraction and number formation. 

 

This term the children enjoyed their first class assembly, “The 

Lion and the Mouse” where they all spoke loudly and confidently. 

Swimming has proved to be a very popular addition to our PE 

lessons and it has been fantastic to see them all make such 

brilliant progress. Sports Day was lots of fun and the children all 

demonstrated great sportsmanship. 

 

In June we had a lovely trip to Brogdale Fruit farm, despite the 

torrential rain we were able to do a minibeast hunt and learn about 

the wide variety of fruit grown. We were also lucky enough to have 

our first Beach School outing which was a huge hit with the children, ask them about how to tell 

the difference between a male and female crab! A big thank you to Mr Curnow Jr and Mr Curnow 

Sr for driving us to Minnis Bay and 

showing us so many interesting 

things. 

 

This year Forest School has evolved 

through the seasons and we have 

enjoyed having lunch in the woods, 

regardless of the weather. We have 

been able to continue the children’s 

wide and varied interest in insects and they have become much more confident at exploring 

independently. We have also started visiting Brambles Care Home in Wye; the elderly residents 

really look forward to us arriving and the children have risen 

to the challenge of talking to everyone and hearing their 

fantastic stories. It has proved beneficial to both old and 

young. 

 

We thank you for your continued support throughout the 

year. We wish you a restful summer holiday and best wishes 

for Year 1. 

 

Mrs Lucy, Mrs Bissonnette and Miss Weston 

http://www.summerreadingchallenge.org.uk


 

 

YEAR 1 MEMORIES 
 

We come to the end of Year 1 and can’t believe how much the children have grown and how quickly the year 
has gone by. 
 
Each term has brought new experiences and topics have been enjoyed by all. All have made progress with 
their reading, number work and writing and this can be encouraged through the summer in keeping a diary, 
reading library books and writing postcards to friends and family from holiday destinations. 
 
The children wrote about their Year 1 memories and here are some extracts from them. 
 
“I liked playing ICT, tuck and hula hooping.” 
“In Year 1 we have learnt to swim.” 
“I liked doing my homework.” 
“We have learnt about maths in Year 1 and we have learnt about 
swimming.” 
“I liked MAD.” 
“I have good writing.” 
“I like history because we learnt about Mary Anning.” 
“In Year 1 we learnt about plants.” 
“We get free choosing in the pool.” 
“In Year 1 we learnt about the Victorians.  It was really fun! We 
dressed up as Victorians!” 
 
To conclude our RE topic on Hinduism we would like to thank 
Myra’s Mum, Mrs Thapa for helping us. She chatted to the children 
about different festivals and brought in delicious food for us to try. 
We looked at beautiful clothes and had mendhi patterns put on our 
hands! Thank you so much for all her help with this! 
Mrs Newman and Mrs Williamson 



 

 

YEAR 2: OUR SUMMER TERM  
 

The Zoo 
First, to start, we hopped on the bus.  That was fun!! I sat next to 
Clemmie and Anya. We sang Wheels On The Bus. After, like, half an 
HOUR, we arrived at Howletts. Next we had tuck.  After everyone 
had finished their tuck, we went off to look at some animals. First 
we saw some Spider Monkeys. They were very funny, 
jumping  from branch to branch! After the Spider Monkeys, we saw 
some capybaras. These were my favourite animal at the zoo 
because they are like giant guinea pigs!!! We next started walking 
towards the lemurs. They were so cute!! Next, sadly it started raining. We had to run all the way to the cafe to 
eat our delicious lunch!!! Finally we went back to the bus. I discovered that I was soaked through to my socks! 
We had a long, wet journey back to school. 
 
Artsweek 

Artsweek was one of the best weeks the school have had because we 
had visitors like Paul Incredible, James the clown and Theo Mr Mal’s 
magic son. Paul incredible taught us juggling, spinning plates and tricks 
with contact balls. Theo taught us to turn your hand round the whole 
way and flick a rubber band from one finger to the other. Ophelia and I 
won the art prize for year two. We made clown masks some of them 
were killer clowns Harry N was the only one to do a rockstar and 
Hamish was the only one to do an Egyptian mask. 

  

Guardians of the Deep 

Every Tuesday Year 2 went to Beach School usually we 
would start by building tents and litter picking. At 
Beach  School we went rockpooling they were really impressed 
by our knowledge. We found lots of anemones and crabs. It 
was Great fun! 

 

Palmstead 

We got to plant our own plants. The people that worked there 
turned the sprinklers on at the end and everyone got very wet! 
They also gave us all a packet of sunflower seeds to take home. 
I really enjoyed going as it was funny and interesting. 

 
Aqualab 
During the Aqualab everyone went pond 
dipping at the front of the school. We found a 
water scorpion and two baby lava beetles. I also 
found a very delicate wing of a male damsel 
dragonfly! Everyone enjoyed the Aqualab 
because it was very fun and exciting.  
 
 



 

 

PREP 3: END OF YEAR REVIEW 
 

 

It seems only last week that we were planning this class's taster session and already we are at the end of the 
school year. In true SG style, it has been a year of hard work, ups, downs, new experiences, music, fun, 
laughter and the odd tear.  Throughout it all we’ve all learnt a lot and grown in every way. We thought it 
appropriate to let the children tell you about their year from their unique viewpoint and in their own 
inimitable style. 
 

 
 

Prep 3 is the best year because you get ice cream and you get to do the production with Prep 4. 
Freddie L. 

We did assemblies on tolerance, ‘being ‘British’ and plastic pollution. I loved performing on the stage. 
Isabella P-K 

I love performing on stage and playing roles in productions such as ‘Dragon Days’. I particularly enjoy the 
songs in the shows. 
Liberty W. 

On Beach School we made shell necklaces, played Viking kubb and had lots of fun. On Forest School we 
made a wattle and daub wall and weaved string bracelets. I enjoy it all very much because I love doing 
creative things. 
May C. 

The holidays were fun because we got to research some fun projects such as Roman roads, Anglo-Saxon 
place names and Viking longboats. 
Shaysha A. 

My favourite things have been maths (because I find it easy), sports (because it keeps me fit and healthy) 
and science (because it is really fun). 
Isabella S. 

In history lessons we have learnt about The Romans, The Anglo-Saxons The Vikings and The Normans. 
My favourite was The Romans because they wore really cool armour. 
Charlotte E. 



 

 

For history we didn’t just go in the classroom - we went on trips and tried things like making slings on 
Forest School. One of my favourite things was getting into groups to write Anglo-Saxon Chronicles. 

Poppy B. 

Our first trip was to Hever Castle. My favourite bit was the playground. 
Zach M. 

Battle Abbey was my favourite school trip so far because I was dressed up as William the Conqueror and 
I won the Battle of Hastings! 

Ferdie C. 

Everyone loved “Dragon Days” . There were lights, cameras, action, facepaint, laughter, happiness and 
sadness. It was tiring but so worth it. 

Emilia N. 

This year in Prep 3 we started to learn how to play hockey, netball, cricket along  with some football 
football, rugby and swimming. 

Isobel J. 

I found studying Vikings hard and easy at the same time. My favourite part was writing our Viking name. 
My name would have been ‘Pranav Yogasen’. 

Pranav B. 

My favourite bit of Prep 3 was definitely when I got 100% in my maths test because I was rewarded with 
a chocolate tea cake! 

Liberty W. 

In maths I think I have improved a lot. I’m most proud of my improvement in my times tables and telling 
the time.I will never forget when I solved my first mathematical problem (it felt great!). 

Poppy B. 

A good thing about Prep 3 maths is when you get to make ‘nets’. Nets are 2-D shapes that you can fold 
up to make a 3-D shape. 

Toby D. 

 

PREP 3 continued  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
It just remains for us to thank you 
all for your help and support over 
the last 10 months and to all those 
who have assisted with reading, 
trips, Forest School etc.  
 
We hope you will enjoy a 
refreshing summer holiday, 
Mr Curnow & Mrs Langford 



 

 

PREP 4 — IN THEIR OWN WORDS 
 
Visit from Andrew Clover 
I liked Andrew Clover because he made the Rory Branagan books and he was very, very, 
very funny. I read ‘The Deadly Dinner Lady’ and ‘The Dog Squad’ (‘The Dog Squad’ was the 
funniest). I think that everyone liked him because he was a good author and makes the 
best books. William  
 
Andrew Clover was so  funny the school couldn't stop laughing. His book has lots of jokes. 
The books are called Rory Branagan Detective— ‘The Dog Squad’, ‘Bank Cash Robbery’, 
‘The Deadly Dinner Lady’ and ‘The Leap of Faith’. Did you know Andrew Clover is a 
comedian as well as an actor. Samuel  
 
At first when he walked in I could tell things were going to get funny! Like when he asked 
what Kirtan’s name is and Kirtan said, “KITTEN!” well, at least that is what andrew clover heard! Andrew told us a story 
about a kid who said he took a sheep into a hot air balloon and flew over Bristol and he asked the sheep if it wanted to 
jump out and It went, “BAAA!” which sounds like “YAAA!” so he chucked it out and the sheep went “WEEEEEEEE, 
SPLAT!” but, sadly it is all made up!! James 
 
Visit to the Living Land, Detling showground 
Living Land was very fun. My favourite part was when the hippy sheep came on 
I laughed so much. It was all so kind of people to spend their time for us for free. 
I speak  for year 4 when I say it was fun! Wilfie  
 
I enjoyed going to Detling Living Land because as soon as you got there you went 
to the farm and the rabbits were so cute. The horses, although they were so big, 
were so cute.  

I liked the food tasting  because the vegetables we had were from Kent. Also we 
did an activity where there was something where you had to find where the fruit 
went.  Next the Sheep Show was on. The man who was running it sheared a 
lamb and the lamb he sheared hadn’t been sheared before. At the end of the show, the sheep did a dance and it was 
hilarious. Aeva  
 
Forest School  
Forest School was different this year. We did loads at Forest School. The best thing I remember at the minute is when we 
made a bug hotel. We got new equipment and more! Forest School is my favourite day between two weeks (if Christmas 
or my birthday is in between the two weeks… well they will take over the Forest School in liked by me). So what else? 
Well, oh I know! I really enjoyed the time when we had the pea war with pea shooters, which we made. I ate the enemy 
peas (they tasted like dirt which was like well dirt) but it actually wasn’t that bad. I ate all the peas like Pac Man and the 
dots are peas and the ghosts are the enemy team and I have to get to the middle to get loads of peas. So yeah, it was 
good! Bye for now! Leo  
 
Boys’ Cricket Fixtures 
Our first fixture was postponed when we were 10 minutes away from our venue, St Faith’s (we had already taken 30 
minutes on the bus and we’d still not arrived). The second fixture was Ashford away. The team that played against the A 
team lost by a lot of runs. The team who played the B team won. The team who played the C team drew 246-246. The 
team who played the D team thrashed them. The third fixture was Russell House away. The A team won 296-263. The B 
team lost by 6 runs. The fourth fixture was Wellesley House away (again!). The A team lost. The B team won 270-250. 
The house matches were very exciting and when the scores were in, in 4th place… Austen! 3rd place… Dickens! 2nd 
place… Conrad! 1st place… Chaucer! Thomas B. 
 
I have enjoyed the boy’s cricket fixtures as I like being part of representing the school and being part of the team. It’s 
interesting to see how good we are compared to much bigger schools than us. Thomas E. 
 
Girls’ Cricket Fixtures 
I have enjoyed the girls fixtured because I love my sport and I enjoy going against new schools. Also the new schools 
could be challenging. Isabelle 



 

 

PREP 4 continued  
 
Assembly - The Circus 
This is coming from your (kinda) main character. Sad clown herself! It was very fun rehearsing, and I’m sad that the big 
top idea didn’t work. Other then that, the rehearsals were very fun! I loved William, the bear. Roar!!! Sophie 
 
The Summer Walk, Octogenarian Olympics and Summer Fair 
This was one of my favourite days of the year, because we had a lot of fun and we all got 
to SPONGE THE TEACHER but after it became SPONGE THE PUPIL and I was the pupil! 
Next time I’ll tell them to pay £100! 
 
In Chaucer we had Guess the Name of the Teddy Bear, Sponge the Teacher and 
something else and refreshments bar, William and I were at the refreshments and we 
made lots and lots of money there! Condrad had a really impossible one, score a goal 
against JOSH! I didn’t even score! He gave a chance to the little ones! Lucky! Rafael 
 
The walk was long and tiring but we all made it! Once you were at the top you could see everything. Then it was the fair. 
There were lots of games there like speed cup stacking, a beauty  salon apple bobbing, guess how many sweets in the 
jar, what's the teddy bear name, speed cup stacking and lots more!!! Isla 
 
Circus week 
I enjoyed the Circus week because other people came to Spring Grove and performed 
magic and stuff like that. My favourite performer was Mr Incredible because most of the 
boys in 4D said he was using a force field but we all found out it wasn’t a force field 
because we all got to know step by step how it worked by doing it ourselves. That was 
one of the best weeks I have ever had in Prep 4 and I will never forget it!! :) Scarlett 
 
I loved the circus week because of all the action and fun. I especially liked the clown that 
came to school. I also liked when Paul Incredible came to school and performed all of 
those amazing acts and did that scary trick. I thought it was nice that Theo came to school 
and perfformed all those magic tricks. Before I never knew that Mr Mal could perform 
magic, I would get stage fright. I really loved the circus assembly because it was fun to 
sing to the rest of the school and perform to all the teachers and parents. I thought that 
the inside of the marquee looked AMAZING!. I also liked the day we had Forest School 
and the tightrope and knife throwing. I thought that going to school in circus costumes 
was a great touch, and the ball looked OUTSTANDING! Osten 
 
I loved coming into school with the strong man costume for circus week and I liked all the magician, clowns and best of 
all Theo. I was sad, it was only one week, but I loved it! Felipe 
 
Sports Day and Prize Giving 
I loved it even though Dickens won. ( Well I do love sport. ) I got two wins and I came last. 1st was Dickens, 2nd was 
Conrad, 3rd was Caucer, 4th was Austen. Prize giving was cool and groovy. I didn’t expect to get a prize but I got one. I 
had only, 10000000000000000000 biscuits. It was fun and it was probably the best sports day ever. Daniel 
 
I really liked sports day and all the prize giving. My worst nemesis is the sack in the first race because my foot got stuck in 
the bag for at least 10 seconds. Prize giving was my favourite and I didn’t expect to get the courtesy cup but I did expect 
the handwriting prize. Oliver 
 
At sports day I came 1st place in the obstacle race  only just beating Felipe. The 
obstacle race had hurdles, sacks, egg and spoon and balls that you had to put 
them on a cone. In the sprint I came 3rd place. I ate 
100000000000000000000000000 biscuits because I did not have any breakfast. 
Mary 
 
On Sports’ Day there were loads of hard races and I came 3rd in the obstacle 
race and came 4th in the sprint.  And after all the races we did Prize Giving and I 
got the Creative Writing Prize. Olivia 



 

 

PREP 4 continued  
 
Moving up week...when Prep 4 were Prep 6! 
The first day, we set out the  benches for assembly and some people got to take the little ones in. A very good week!! 
Thomas M. 
 
I loved being in year 6 (even though I am in year 4) because it was fun doing the school prayer and knowing I will have 
the experience of being in the oldest class in the school plus we got pink wafers and kit kats on Friday. Finn  
 
Best lessons 
The reason I love Geography so much is because I find it fascinating learning about animals and how they are becoming 
extinct. I also love learning about the rainforest. Amelia 
 
The best lesson by far is cricket. There is lots of teamwork and nobody is mean or bosses people about. I also like it 
because it is quite competitive and has lots of fun to it. Cricket is a game that isn’t too fancy-pancy but it is not lame and 
dull. It is not a game that is too harsh or too easy. It is a game that is perfect with a few tricky bits and some easy ones 
and that is the reason I like cricket the most. I also like rugby lots and it is like cricket not too easy but not too hard. 
Richard 
 
My best lessons are Maths , English , Science , and  Sport because they are fun. Sports gives you energy and maths and 
English help you with jobs. Dexter 
 
School rugby was really fun and exciting because Mr Smith was pretty funny and in swimming he once fell in the pool on 
purpose and accidentally. Alfie 
 
My best lesson is Art because we did pointillism it is super fun. I.C.T is my second best subject because we do kahoot. 
Kirtan 
 
Grandparents’ afternoon 
At the start we had some music and then it was a poem by 3C. Then it was us - 4D. We sang well. Just guess what poem 
we performed... it was Cloony the Clown! Wilf was Cloony. 
He had to wear a costume. Next 4L performed Lion Tamer. 
Pia 
 
 
                   
 
Many thanks to all of you for the memories you have given 
us over the past year. Hope you all have a lovely and 
restful Summer!  
 
Miss Drury, Madame Leavey, Mrs Lord and Mr Mal 
 



 

 

PREP 5D  
 
Maths 
In Maths, we covered many of the 11+ work including mental 
maths, stem and leaf charts, worded questions and many other 
topics. We did many tests and they weren’t that bad! 
 
English 
In English, we did roughly 1 or 2 comprehensions per week. We 
also did a lot of proofreading to improve our spelling and 
grammar. The 11+ books have helped us in our English lessons. 
We did quizzes which were great and we read ‘Who let the 
Gods Out’, ‘Hetty Feather’, ‘The World’s Worst Teachers’. 
 
Science 
In Science, we learned about forces (which I thought was quite hard) and puberty near the end of the term. 
We did many fun experiments. 
 
French 
In French we mostly practiced on our song (On ecrits surs les murs) which was fun and sang it on the French 
Trip. We had fantastic dormitories and thanks to the animateurs and teachers who came along. There were 
many animals around the chateau. 
 
The French Trip was fun with activities of: 

Rock Climbing 
Trampolining 
Mud Course 
Canoeing 
Bread Making 
Orientation 
Mini Farm 

(+So many fun sports and games to play) 
 
History 
We learned about the Victorians and their lifestyle. 
 
Geography 
We learned about the weather and kept track of the temperature. 
 
Physical Education 
We played cricket and swimming was also a fun sport that we did. 
 
PSHE 
We learned about debating and friendships. 
 
Music and Drama 
In music, we practiced for our play, ‘Rock Bottom’. Same for drama. 
 
Art 
In Art, we studied the topic, ‘Music in Art’ where every person had fun. 
Issah KG 



 

 

PREP 5R’S YEAR 
 
 

As the summer heats up it is time to reflect on what has been a fun and 
enjoyable year in 5R. This term brought with it better weather and the 
prospect of a week away to France, not to mention plenty of English 
and Maths work in preparation for the start of next academic year. The 
term was rounded off nicely with the wonderful school production 
‘Rock Bottom’ in which a number of 5R pupils had leading roles and 
every child gave it their all to make it a success.  
 
Our circus week led to some fantastic writing in our English lessons. 
The children were challenged to set their fictional writing in a Victorian 
circus and had to research the sights, smells and sounds they might 
have experienced if they had travelled back in time to when the circus 
really began! Maths lessons continued to challenge the children with 
plenty of application skills and consolidation of number work 
introduced earlier in the year. 5R loved completing their micro climate 
investigations in which they had to predict which area of the school would be the hottest, windiest, coolest 
and most sheltered. They were all very keen to find out how wet the pond was...but due to our thorough risk 
assessments that area was sadly out of bounds! 
 
Outside the classroom it has been so pleasing to see all of the children enjoying the playing field and regularly 
participating in cricket with friends or making dens happily; these interactions should never be underestimated 
as these ‘soft skills’ will certainly be used as the children mature and venture into the world of work. Many 
children have excelled on the sports pitches when representing the school, too. I am looking forward to next 
year's sports fixtures—with a particularly sporty group of children joining us in Prep 5 SG could produce some 
exciting results against other schools... the gauntlet has been thrown down!  
 
The children were all informed of their responsibilities for next year and it is an exciting time for them to begin 
to have a positive impact on the school they have grown to love. On a personal note it has been a real pleasure 
to be 5R’s form teacher this year and I would like to thank you all for welcoming me and my family so 
courteously into the SG family. Enjoy a well earned rest over the holiday and be ready for a focused start in 
September.  
Mr Reed  



 

 

PREP 6 LEAVERS 
 

So another year has wrapped up and after the usual craziness of the end of term, Prep 6 have all of a sudden 
left us! To say that the final half term was hectic would be an understatement, but in usual SG style it was both 
amazing and memorable. It seems that each year that I have been the Prep 6 form tutor, the end of year 
celebrations have been getting better and better. 
 
The leavers’ show was obviously dominant and rightly so. To see the difference in self-confidence of even the 
most shy actors between now and this time last year is nothing short of miraculous. It is these sort of events, 
and indeed the ‘public performance’ aspect of everything that we do at SG that I genuinely believe sets us 
apart from other schools, including other Prep schools. There is so much to be learned outside formal 
classroom learning. By the time they leave, SG children seem to be significantly more rounded than I have seen 
in many other primary school environments, and it is due to all of the extra-curricular experiences that they 
have. This year was no different and they children were all ready to leave when the time came.  
 
The final week itself was great fun. Monday saw them play mixed house cricket in the sunshine all morning. 
Tuesday they were out all morning decorating their leavers’ gift for the school (which will be displayed in 
September, I believe) and then went straight off to 
beach school for the afternoon. Wednesday started 
with the leavers’ assembly where the children had all 
chosen various acts and performed them for the rest of 
the school, followed by a memories video. After the 
assembly had finished and tears subsided we went off 
to a brilliant water sports day which saw us jump all 
over a floating assault course before being thrown out 
of inflatable sofas and off of banana boats. After that 
madness we arrived back to school for a brilliant BBQ 
and then a kids v parents game of Crounders. I was 
accused of cheating by the parents, but they just 
couldn’t understand the rules (or the fact that the PE 
teacher never loses a sports ruling disagreement!). 
Thursday we tidied up in the morning and had house 
swimming in the afternoon, and the last Friday saw the 
amazing transport into school followed by a lovely 
breakfast with the parents. Swimming for an hour or so 
and then the shirt signing madness interrupting 
everyone’s lessons!!! Final assembly saw more tears 
from some, and I’m not talking exclusively about 
children here! A fitting end to a great time at SG.  
 
From my perspective I will obviously miss the children 
from the class but significantly this year we say 
goodbye to some long-standing families for the final 
time as they no longer have children coming to us. In 
particular it was fitting that one of the Rimmers has left her legacy to the school by designing the new sports 
top that the children will wear in the foreseeable future. 
 
It is definitely the most hectic and unstructured time of the year with Prep 6, but it is always my fondest 
memory from the year as well. I wish each and every one of the children all the very best of luck in their new 
schools, and I hope that they all achieve everything that they aim for. 
 
Good luck! Mr Smith 
 



 

 

PTA GENERAL MEETING  
 

The SG PTA met on 25 June. Please > click here to view 
the full minutes of this meeting.  
 
 

Committee: 
 

Chair - Mrs Boyd (chair@sgpta.co.uk) 
Secretary -  tbc 
Treasurer - Mrs Jones (treasurer@sgpta.co.uk) 
2nd Hand Uniform - Mrs Borg 
 
Class reps—if you would be interested in being a PTA 
class rep for 2019-20 please contact 
chair@sgpta.co.uk 
 

THANK YOU! 
A BIG THANK YOU to everyone who has supported the 
PTA in 2018-19, and particularly for the events in the 
Summer term including the Summer Ball, 
Octogenarian Olympics, Sports Day, and camp night.  
 
A reminder for uniform donations—please bring 
donations to the School Office—thank you. 
 
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY  
 
Friday 6th September: Welcome BBQ & second-hand 
uniform sale  
Friday 20th September: SG PTA AGM  

PTA NEWS 
ADVERTISE IN THE MESSENGER 
 

If you would like to place an advert in the Messenger, 
please email chair@sgpta.co.uk for costs and terms & 
conditions. 

DIARY 
Wednesday 4th - Friday 6th September 

Wednesday 
4th 

Start of Autumn Term 
U11 & U9 Hockey Training at Ball Lane 

Friday 
6th 

Headmaster’s Assembly 
SG Sports Department Open Training Session (Years 3 - 
6) 1.45pm 
Welcome BBQ and Second Hand Uniform Sale 
(3.30pm) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAYHAPPY BIRTHDAY… (up to 31 August)… (up to 31 August)  
  

Jess E, Monty W, Mariella C, Toby D, Arun J, Oliver T, 
Jonathan B, Freddie L, Remy B, Hunter H, Henry G, 

Sebastian C, Avery C, Isla T, Emilia H-H, Charlie B, Jack 
B, Isabella S, Samuel P, Summer D, Theia C, Abigail W, 

Harry N, Angus M, Mrs Peirson, Mrs Lee-Browne, 
Miss Weston, Mr Reed, Mr Restell and Mrs Upchurch 

CONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONS   
Austen:  Austen:  Austen:  Leo B_M, Evie D, Millie D, Roan E, Emilia N, Leo B_M, Evie D, Millie D, Roan E, Emilia N, Leo B_M, Evie D, Millie D, Roan E, Emilia N, 

Alice R Alice R Alice R    
Chaucer: Chaucer: Chaucer: Phoebe B, Sophie BPhoebe B, Sophie BPhoebe B, Sophie B---S, Cameron CS, Cameron CS, Cameron C   
Conrad: Conrad: Conrad: Pollyanna D, Jack E, Amelia G, Edward GPollyanna D, Jack E, Amelia G, Edward GPollyanna D, Jack E, Amelia G, Edward G   
Dickens: Dickens: Dickens: Olivia DOlivia DOlivia D---M, Georgie L, Sara SM, Georgie L, Sara SM, Georgie L, Sara S   
   
Citizenship BadgesCitizenship BadgesCitizenship Badges   
Gold (3000 Stars): Evie DGold (3000 Stars): Evie DGold (3000 Stars): Evie D   
   
   

Lost PropertyLost Property  
Rory B   - School Coat 
William R   - Wellies 
Felipe T  - Blazer 
Roan E  - Named Games top 

Babysitter Available for the whole Summer!Babysitter Available for the whole Summer!  
 
Jessica Boucher is the daughter of Mrs Boucher (TA at SG) 
and a car owner.  Contact number: 07597108356.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15pdW4BdnBMrojnm1UyIk0AC0onC_Q0_Y-AjomCdyc-I/edit?ts=5d14fe61

